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FIBER:
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by
ISABEL R. KIBEL

Master of Arts in Art

I have two bodies of work.

The larger number of pieces, created

as commissions for architectural spaces, have been titled
works.

11

PUBLIC

11

When I create these designs, my philosophical approach is to

present work that will be harmonious to the function of the environment,
and enhance the comfort of the viewers.

The word

11

PRIVATE relates to
11

two free-standing sculptures, organic in nature and highly personal in
iconography.

These are concerned with visceral longings, filling the

spaces inside of me, and the mystery of those things yet to be explored.
My forms derive from an early love of pure sculptural shapes
created by Arp)Brancusi and Noguchi.

As my own weaving has moved from

rectilinear loom-woven pieces to implicit welded forms, I brtdge the
gap between 2D and 3D forms.

Artists such as Frank Stella, Tom Holland

and Kenith Noland, in the 1970's moved away from the rectangular canvas
toward a shaped canvas.

Stella's art increasingly became 3D in relief,

1

2

thus being placed between painting and sculpture.

My work also moves

through various levels of bas relief to full sculpture in the round.
Although other weavers such as Hicks, Knodell and Abakanowicz
have taken weaving from a flat plane into 3D spacial involvement, my
method of doing this is different from theirs.

I use underlying welded

forms to transform my design into woven relief.

This technique affords

me great freedom when designing, as well as technical and aesthetic
surprises as I created the woven surfaces.

It is the transposing of

elements of traditional weaving into my own nontraditional methodology
that is the basis of my work.
In the process, I release weaving from the traditional confines of
the loom.

These weavings, which are held together by hidden under-

structures, make the transition between geometric and biomorphic forms.
After a satisfactory design is created I break down the design areas
into levels of foreground, midground and background, with 3 to 5 levels.
I make small paper maquettes until I am satisfied with the design, and
then create a full scale pattern out of paper.

In the welding shop I

form and weld the shapes, starting with the background and building
forward layer by layer with each successive form separated by l-inch
posts.

This allows the necessary room into which I can fit my fingers

warping, as well as to achieve the desired relief effect.

Although the

completed fiberwork involves a curvilinear form, the rectilinear
background, which is similar to conventional weavings and paintings,
seems more acceptable to my clients.
Next come the warping and weavfng of each .successive
the artwork is

compl~ted.

lay~r

uhtil

·Experience has dictated that this is the

only way I can physically weave one layer upon the other.

3

I explore the function of color in much the same way as a
landscape painter.

My pallet encompasses grayed atmospheric tones for

background, brighter tones for foreground and carefully graded tonality
in the midground to achieve space and depth illusion.
a variety of textures.

I also plan for

Finer threads and smaller textures work well

with the lower levels, coarser yarns and larger textural areas are
used for foreground

shapes~

This general plan allows me to achieve a

subtle interaction between areas and yet make aesthetic changes as the
actua 1 weaving progresses.

In my more recent work, some of the

supporting steel elements remain visible, thus incorporating linear
elements along with their cast shadows.
When I design for commissions I take into consideration not only
the size of the space, but the needs of the viewer.

For example, in a

public waiting room I would present textures, colors and lines that
would be intricate and exciting so as to hold the viewer's interest
while waiting for an appointment.

On the other hand, in a conference

room the artwork should not be so exciting and dynamic as to distract
the viewer from professional concentration.
Horizontal and gently curving lines lend a sense of peace and
rest (MEDITATION), while angled lines are chosen when I want to suggest
dynamism and action (GALAXY II).

When my fiberwork is well placed on

the wall, it can give a sense of orientation and focus.

In commission

work I also take into account the image the company wants to portray
to its clients, and synthesize that image into the artwork.

I believe

that my art should be an integral part of the total space design.
In my PRIVATE works I explore distinctly differing aspects of
my personality.

In the pieces with large negative spaces, holes and
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perforations (EARTH FRAGMENT, GALAXY II), I sense myself as always
needing a pathway out or through.

GALAXY I and GALAXY II, which are

vibrant in color and design, indicate the strong forthright traits
which, although present, are held in restraint.

They flourish at

particular times in my life and under certain living and artistic
conditions.

My introspective self is revealed in ZEN, SOLSTICE and

GENESIS I and II which are involved with the flow of energy from inside
outward and then back again.

5

EARTH FRAGMENT
Size:

41 x 31
As my own weaving has moved from rectilinear loom-woven pieces

to implicit welded forms, I bridged the gap between two dimensions and
three dimensions.

Weavings that could have been designed as flat wall

pieces started moving into slight bas relief.
a piece.

EARTH FRAGMENT is such

My use of three-dimensional space, although tentative, is

observed as a new direction explored.
This work had implicit in its design one other given factor.
The commission was designed to be placed on a travertine wall with a
wonderful texture of its own.

I decided to create a large open space

within the design in order to incorporate the travertine into the
textures of the weaving.

6

11

EARTH FRAGMENT

11

I

7

MEDITATION

In my visual environment I respond to form, shape, color, and
texture.

This is particularly evident when I am removed from urban

life into the pleasures of hiking in the High Sierras.

In life I

balance city living with nature-oriented meditations; similarly, in
my art I integrate diSparate elements, the steel and the fiber.

This

particular commission was such an undertaking.
The energy and spirit of the piece began with my creative
impulse to give the client a work of art reflective of well-loved
mountains and eroded palisades, helping him to focus beyond his
immediate environment of steel, glass, and concrete.

With these

attachments to nature in my mind, as I worked and manipulated the
yarns, the piece took on a quality of its own and slowly assumed its
own ethos and life.
As an artist it is my desire to transform through my work, the
here-and-now 11 gi vens 11 of a commission with the cha 11 enge to augment
or change the mood of a given room.
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MEDITATION II
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ZEN
Size:

5' x 3'
At first one sees a plane of whiteness which upon closer

examination reveals two planes of varying texture with the interplay of
shadows.

Upon even closer inspection a marvelous surprise awaits the

viewer.

The interior core of the fiberwork reveals a rainbow section

and the observer is left with the sense that even greater beauty
awaits.
I am intrigued by the mystery of people and their vulnerability
if friendship is to follow.

In ZEN I want to communicate that often

someone who seems ordinary at first glance can have, if I take the time
to look deeper within, wonderful surprises of warmth and color.
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11

ZEW'

I
l
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SOLSTICE
Size:

7~

x 3'

In this work I suggest the mood and atmosphere of the desert
surrounding Los Angeles.

Through the structure of the color and the

patterns of light I capture the imagery of this environment.
As SOLSTICE evolved, I decided to allow some of the supporting
steel elements to remain visible in the finished artwork.

Iw.so doing

I was not only working with interrelated shapes and colors, but also
incorporating linear elements as well as the variety of shadows cast
by the steel, both on the woven surface and on the surrounding walls.
Just as a rare desert stream appears and then diminishes, so I wished
my now exposed steel elements to create harmonious movement in, out,
and through the woven surface.
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11

SOLSTICE 11

'

I.

l
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GALAXY I
Size:

6!:2' x 3!:2'
This fiberwork provides textural warmth to a high-tech interior.

The art is in the conference room of a Los Angeles public relations
firm.

It communicates that this is a dynamic firm with bold new ideas

that are innovative and on the cutting edge of public relations and
media use.

This is communicated through the use of a bold, upwardly

soaring shape.

The colors are dynamic in their changing tonality and

relationship to each other.
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"GALAXY I"
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GALAXY II

!'

Size:
My goal was to set up exciting tensions of various kinds.

There

is the tension between the blue and the orange forms, each pulling for
its own power.

They are of similar volume, and one senses a need to

have one form dominate the others.
would be a sense of imbalance.

I structured the work so that there

This was accomplished by resting it on

the point of a diamond shape, rather than in a more stable position,
thus creating added tension and energy.
Furthermore, in creating GALAXY II, I focused my aesthetic on
incorporating into the work excitement from previously unexplored
materials:

the reflectiveness of Mylar, the shininess of plastic, and

the semi-rigidity of wire mesh.

The work has opened for me new paths

and directions yet to be followed.
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"GALAXY II
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GENESIS I
Size:

5' 1" x 36" deep
GENESIS I is an abstract form that could be seen either as a

body or as a head.

My early drawings were concerned with a humorous

and androgynous form.

As these forms evolved they were very somber

and concerned my own soul and psychological history.
When in New York City I had become engrossed in a retrospective
exhibit of the sculptor Louise Bourgeois.

This artist's works became

increasingly volatile and vulnerable as she aged.

Now, in her

seventies, she was an inspiration and a source of power and courage
for me.

The memory of her show and the catalogue were my companions

during this period.

She became a model for expression.

I felt that

if she could talk about her childhood and her intimate feelings, I too
wanted to express mine through my woven sculpture:
As a woman/artist I sense a variety of visceral
longings, ideas, fears, and loves.
The spaces inside me ... what are they filled with?
Outside-inside and the interrelationship and
interpenetrations.
Soft versus hard, empty versus full, intellectual versus
emotional.
The mystery of things:
inside other things.

unfinished things behind and

(l

'
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GENESIS !
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l
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GENESIS II
Size:

5 1 1 11 x 36" deep
The muted color and controlled forms of GENESIS I told only part

of the story of me.

I wanted to try the same welded armature to reveal

another aspect of personality.
I focused on using red, a color I never like, never use, and
which felt like a stranger to me.

This artwork deals with the intensity

and stress I often feel when flooded with creative ideas.

Thus, in

order to maximize this intensity, I chose to work with colors that I
find aggressive and invasive.
The feelings one gets when in the presence of this weaving vary
considerably.

There is the discomfort of the flesh-colored exterior

trying to form a skin for the more explosive red interior forms.

The

observer cannot focus on many of these advancing forms simultaneously
and is, therefore, forced to track each path one at a time.

Each

pathway represents a difficult visual and creative journey.

Some are

abortive, some collide into each other and my body itself, and only the
rare efforts end in something of beauty and profound organization.
Although it is painful for me to accept this work, it represents how I
do feel much of the time.
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GENESIS II
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VIEW OF INSTALLATION:

A
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VIEW OF INSTALLATION:

B
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